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Most utilities deal with Independent System Operators (ISO) or
Regional Transmission Organizations (RTO) as part of their market
settlement and market rules. In many cases, each ISO/RTO
has slightly different market rules as it pertains to the wholesale
settlement process in their individual market. Utilities that cross
ISO/RTO boundaries often deal with creating a different settlement
process for each ISO/RTO that they deal with.
The IEE Wholesale Settlement module provides a more complete
and simple way to manage settlement data for either a single ISO,
multiple ISOs or even RTOs. The module ensures that the data
provided to the ISO/RTO is consistent, conforms to utility business
rules and is completely validated, tracked and versioned. The
wholesale settlement module provides a single database for
critical settlement usage data used. Using the module alleviates

editing and synchronization across multiple databases as well as
manual adjustments.
Employing IEE as the basis for wholesale settlement allows you
to collect data from multiple head end systems. This eliminates
manual consolidation work, import and reformatting of data, and
other activities that can introduce errors into the settlement data
set. Reducing handoffs is key to reducing lost data and corrupted
data sets. IEE’s Wholesale Settlement module modernizes manual
processes, reduces the cost of settlement and reduces process
time to provide timely data to the ISO/RTO.
IEE, coupled with the Wholesale Settlement module, is the
quickest, simplest way to update your settlement processes
at a fraction of the cost of managing and maintaining separate
settlement systems.
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